Healthcare’s Pneumatic Tube Deliver y System Exper t TM

Solutions that Deliver:
Upgrade to a Pevco Pneumatic Tube System
Pevco Link

Pevco Passport

TM

TM

Touch Control System with Content Tracking
The only integrated system that tracks specimens, drugs and blood
products from origin to destination.
•

Reduces product loss and keeps staff focused on their patients

•

Works with RFID proximity

•

Limits human error with an intuitive touch control built for speed
and accuracy

•

Integration with Active Directory, Lenel, C-Cure and other

•

Improves processes with detailed transaction reports that shed
light on bottlenecks and delays

Pevco View

•

Pevco Auto-ID

TM

TM

Clinician Dashboard with Delivery Verification

Carrier RFID Tracking System

A real-time web-application dashboard that gives clinicians a clear
picture of every delivery.

Automatically tracks and documents every carrier’s location,
departure, arrival and route.

•

Displays inbound and outbound deliveries, including contents, status,
users, times and locations

•

•

Customizable so each department only sees information relevant to them

•

•

Access with a hospital computer or display on wall-mounted monitor

at every station
•

Check out www.pevco.com | Call 1.800.296.7382

Know the location of every carrier – empty and full – while in transit
and at a station

Tie specimens, drugs and blood products to the carriers they travel in

Our System Makes Your System Better
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Locate Misplaced Items*

Supporting the Team that Supports the Hospital
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Supporting the Team that Supports the Hospital

Empower clinical staff with real-time delivery
information so they can quickly locate misplaced
drugs, blood products & specimens.

Reduce Product Loss*
Virtually eliminate specimen and drug loss, the time
and money spent replacing them and the associated
delays in care by tracking every item from sender
to receiver.

Shorten Turnaround Times*
Know which items are en route and when they will
arrive so clinical staff can handle items based on
priority, analyze patterns and streamline processes.

every day to deliver patient-critical items when and where
they are needed. Focused exclusively on healthcare, Pevco

Blood Bank

Lab

understands that fast, accurate delivery of specimens, drugs,

By knowing who sent and received each blood product and when
it left and arrived, blood bank staff have a real-time audit trail to
ensure nursing and their patients get what they need, when they
need it.

Empowered with insight into where specimens are coming from
and when they will arrive, lab managers can process time sensitive
specimens first, optimize workflow and ensure every specimen is
accounted for.

and blood products is vital to providing the best patient care.

E.D.

Nursing

When specimens are flagged in the lab upon arrival and drug
deliveries are tracked in real-time, nurses spend time on what’s
important and patient turnaround times are shortened.

Because Pevco systems are easy to use, designed to reduce
human-error and provide real-time delivery confirmations, nursing
staff are assured that patients get the drugs and lab results they
need on time, every time.

the exact items sent in a tube system using RFID and
barcodes and integrates it with real-time routing data.

Check out www.pevco.com | Call 1.800.296.7382

Moving up to Pevco is Easy
Your system’s software and electronics are upgraded while
existing tube system equipment and piping remains in place.

Facilities
American made and built to last, Pevco systems are easy to use
and maintain. Pevco software integrates with building management
systems and is accessible through a web browser making
day-to-day monitoring simple.

item tracking technology is patented
*(USIntegrated
8,116,906) by Pevco. No other manufacturer tracks

More than 700 hospitals on 3 continents rely on Pevco

IT
Built for the requirements of hospital information systems,
networks and servers, Pevco systems are easy to support, and
integrate seamlessly with other hospital information systems.

Check out www.pevco.com | Call 1.800.296.7382

Your system’s reliability and capability are increased. And you

O.R.

have the peace of mind of working with a pneumatic tube

Deliveries to and from the O.R. are among the most valuable and
time sensitive. By providing clinicians with visibility into every
delivery, they are free to focus on what’s most important –
their patients.

company that is dedicated to providing the best solutions and
support to its customers.

Pharmacy
With real-time information on every item sent in the tube system,
pharmacy staff can eliminate product loss associated with misplaced deliveries and the time and cost of refilling orders.

Check out www.pevco.com | Call 1.800.296.7382
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Solutions that Deliver:
Upgrade to a Pevco Pneumatic Tube System
Pevco Link

Pevco Passport

TM

Our System Makes Your System Better

Pevco Atlas

TM

TM

Touch Control System with Content Tracking

Employee Identification System

Delivery Management Software

The only integrated system that tracks specimens, drugs and blood
products from origin to destination.

Seamless credential verification to ensure users are authorized
and to identify who sends and receives carriers.

Streamlines system operation with a web-app interface and an
architecture that meets the needs of IT managers.

•

Reduces product loss and keeps staff focused on their patients

•

Works with RFID proximity, magnetic swipe and barcode badges

•

•

Limits human error with an intuitive touch control built for speed
and accuracy

•

Integration with Active Directory, Lenel, C-Cure and other
employee access systems means verification and documentation
is always up-to-date

Its intuitive graphical web-application interface makes managing and
monitoring system performance easy

•

Integrates with Active Directory to streamline sign-on and authentication

•

Securely stores transaction history and events in a SQL database

•

Improves processes with detailed transaction reports that shed
light on bottlenecks and delays

Pevco View

•

Web service compatibility ensures seamless integration with
IT resources

Pevco Auto-ID

TM

Pevco Vector

TM

TM

Clinician Dashboard with Delivery Verification

Carrier RFID Tracking System

Direct Delivery System

A real-time web-application dashboard that gives clinicians a clear
picture of every delivery.

Automatically tracks and documents every carrier’s location, including
departure, arrival and route.

Direct streamlined delivery without the stops, waits and error-prone
complexity of other systems.

•

Displays inbound and outbound deliveries, including contents, status,
users, times and locations

•

Know the location of every carrier – empty and full – while in transit
and at a station

•

Provides maximum throughput – interconnecting 240+ stations –
to support the needs of the busiest labs, pharmacies and EDs

•

Customizable so each department only sees information relevant to them

•

•

Deliveries are completed in one vacuum phase and one pressure phase

•

Access with a hospital computer or display on wall-mounted monitor

Automatically manage carrier-counts ensuring the right quantity
at every station

•

Its unmatched reliability, maximum capacity and low total cost of
ownership delivers best value

•

Check out www.pevco.com | Call 1.800.296.7382

Tie specimens, drugs and blood products to the carriers they travel in
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